Refuse to play
the guessing game.
Know your customer.
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No More Guesswork
This practical guide outlines our pragmatic approach
to removing any guess work; getting to the heart
of understanding your customers and prospects to
build deeper relationships, accelerate opportunity
development and ultimately win business, faster.

INTRODUCTION

The current state of business
In a year that none of us expected, one thing is clear
- moving forward successfully is paramount.
With many core business practices
being shaken, it’s likely that a lot
of time and resource have been
spent, and focus has been on both
ensuring safe working practices
for your staff and partners – whilst
adjusting to....dare we say it, the
new normal!
With flexible or remote working
becoming the norm and having
disparate teams to manage and
motivate, the shifted focus must
now be on both safeguarding your

existing customers and securing
their business – whilst in parallel
navigating the seas of the new
market challenges, and casting the
nets for new opportunities.
Securing existing business and
growing new business is nothing
new – but finding ways to do this,
practically, efficiently and within
your existing sales ecosystem is
where you may now be feeling the
pinch.
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YOU & YOUR CHALLENGES

What environment are you currently dealing with?
Sales leadership
challenges
• Maintaining team collaboration
& motivation with a dispersed &
remote team
• Keeping focus & prioritisation identifying & prioritizing revenue
opportunities
• Fostering positive communication
within the team
• Continuing onboarding and
training
• Making the most of existing
platforms and processes

Sales admin
& operations
challenges
• Maintaining processes & discipline
with the sales team
• Enabling full visibility & reporting
• Making existing platforms and
processes work harder & smarter
• Creating meaningful measures
of relationships at Account,
Opportunity, & Territory levels

Sales team
challenges
• Keeping motivated & focused
• Fostering regular communications
with customers and prospects
• Understanding the stakeholder
landscape - bringing dry contact
data to life
• Getting through to the right people
• Collaborating with other team
members, management & nonsales relationships

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

Knowing your customer
Build upon your solid foundation.
Having invested and embedded
Salesforce as your CRM, the
benefits of having a platform that
underpins distributed working
and collaboration have come
to the fore. Whether you have
a proactive or reactive focus on
target prospects, the challenge is
the same – where do you put your
focus in uncovering exactly who
you should be talking to within
those organisations?

You’re a Salesforce user, you likely
have some level of bespoke process
or approach to working through
all the stakeholders you – or your
account team – need to speak
to or get onboard for any given
opportunity. But could you improve
this for faster and more successful
results?

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

Process & Operations
Asking the right questions.
Do you have an existing process or triedand tested-method within your team for
stakeholder mapping or visualising your
prospect or customer organisation?

What do you know about their buying
process - are you solely at the mercy
of submitting proposals or quotes to a
procurement manager?

Who is responsible for exploring and finding
the lay of the land with the stakeholders in
any given prospect or customer account – or
those specific to a particular opportunity?

Are contacts being logged sporadically into
Salesforce or with some level of regimen
behind this process?

Is there a specific map of ‘ideal’ contacts within
your prospect or customer accounts, perhaps
specific to your target sectors?

How do you manage change within your
prospect or customer account – or within
the knowledge in your own sales team what about when someone leaves or moves
or a new person comes onboard?

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

Streamlining your process
1. Define

2. Automate

3. Collaborate

Your approach to
stakeholder mapping

Making it easy

Completing the picture

Team member responsibility
- is it part of your
SDR qualification process?
Base level roles needed
Stage of lead
qualification process
Timescales & deadlines

Build out templates for the
most regularly-used and
standardised stakeholder
maps for type of industry or
organisation

Leverage internal
relationships and networks
to build out not just relevant
roles & contacts, but deeper
relationship insight.

Use placeholders to
populate unknown contact
roles to come back to.

Build in 3rd party partner or
supplier relationships where
relevant.

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

Building Relationships
Seeing the light with your visual stakeholder mapping.
So you’ve mapped out your key decision
makers within your key accounts - but do you
know who supports them, who influences
them and who ultimately empowers them?

What do you know about their buying
process - are you solely at the mercy
of submitting proposals or quotes to a
procurement manager?

Does your most senior contact always
have the most power and influence?

Are there blockers or gate-keepers you
need to be aware of?

What about those who influence - how strong
or important is that influence?

When it comes to contracts and legalities,
who are the actual signatories and who is
responsible for legal paperwork?

Who is your day-to-day contact - do you know
everything you can about them and their
wider team?

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

The route to success
1. Uncover
Go beyond just the reporting-lines
relationships and track all and any
other formal or informal relationship
types (be that sports teams supported
or internal office politics!)
Create flags to identify the power
structures and decision making ability
for your key contacts - who do you
need to speak to or approach or get
on side in your account?
Show the strength and importance of
each stakeholder in the full account
relationship.

2. Automate
Build out charts or maps to show the
full holistic view of your prospect or
customer account relationship
Discover where they overlap and
highlight quickly and easily where
you have gaps in knowledge and
insight to maintain focus.
Have multiple team members
populate the charts where needed
– and ensure they’re easily sharable
with the wider team or management.

3. Collaborate
Further your flat and one
dimensional data in Salesforce
to really bring contacts to life in
a visual form, showing context,
hierarchy and cohesion.
Ensure it fits your business and can
track the specific flags & attributes
you need.
Ascertain quickly and easily your
account relationship strengths and
weaknesses to give yourselves the
most efficient and effective chance
of account success.

KNOWING YOUR CUSTOMER

Engaging with your contacts
How regularly do you keep in touch with key contacts & how?

Beyond the org chart

Are you sharing regular and relevant updates of your products
and services with relevant stakeholders?

Maximising the opportunity.

Do you know what’s going on in their industry, the challenges
they’re facing or the regulations they are dealing with?
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Keeping your relationships up-to-date
The movers and the shakers - people move on, change roles, take
on different responsibilities - do you have a process to find out this
insight and to indeed track this within your account relationship?
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Embed into your sales process
Relationship management is only part of your sales methodology where does this fit into your existing process, or where can it add more
value to your business - and indeed that of your prospect or customer.

ABOUT SALESMETHODS

The SalesMethods Approach
We’ve been there, we’ve done that, we’ve got the t-shirt. With decades of direct sales
expertise, we’ve learnt the hard way, and have developed tools to help support the
challenges and technology hurdles we know sales teams are still dealing with.
HOW WE CAN HELP

Dynamic relationship mapping and management with OrgChartPlus for Salesforce.
Native Salesforce opportunity & account management apps to support, streamline and add
discipline & visibility to your sales methodology.
Designed to fit your world; in-built flexibility to support your own methodology, processes,
language and terminology.
Real-time tools and process - one source of the truth with multiple team member inputs.
View composite data in reporting and dashboards, indicating the strengths and risks of your
accounts - and visible by the full-team and management.
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CONTACT OUR TEAM

Any Questions? Get In touch
sales@salesmethods.com
Explore more at salesmethods.com

Discover OrgChartPlus & more on the Salesforce AppExchange
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